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 To provide information on authorship principles
 To provide an overview of aspects of publishing from 

the Journal perspective
 To talk about some tricks around getting published
 To introduce journal impact factors
 To understand different journal citation reports and 

the significance of these
 To introduce the h-index
 To talk about what all this means to the author/s 

trying to get published and to use these publications 
for grant applications/promotion/ and so on.
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 Basis for Australian NHMRC/AVCC Statement and 
Guidelines

 ‘Are instructions to authors on how to prepare 
manuscripts, not to editors on publication style’

 ‘Authors must follow the instructions to authors in the 
journal as to what topics are suitable for that journal 
and the types of papers that may be submitted … In 
addition, the journal’s instructions are likely to contain 
other requirements unique to that journal, such as the 
number of copies of a manuscript that are required, 
acceptable languages, length of articles, and approved 
abbreviations’.

 Redundant or duplicate publication is where the material 
in the paper substantially overlaps with one already 
published (therefore one should acknowledge if paper has 
been published in whole or in part and source should be 
noted)

 If a paper has been rejected by another journal it can be 
submitted to another.

 Complete report following publication of an abstract or 
poster is also acceptable (not published in full)

 Preliminary release of findings to the media, of results of a 
paper that has been accepted, but not published violates 
the policies of many journals. Usually one should ask for 
permission of the Editor.
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 Identifying information should ‘not be published in 
written descriptions, photographs and pedigrees 
unless the information is essential for scientific 
purposes and the patient (or parent or guardian) gives 
written informed consent for publication’. This means 
the person should be shown the full manuscript being 
submitted for publication.

 While omitting identifying details, data must not ‘be 
altered or falsified in an attempt to gain anonymity’. 
Complete anonymity is difficulty to achieve and 
therefore ‘informed consent should be obtained if 
there is any doubt.’

 Authorship
- ‘All persons designed as authors should qualify for authorship. Each 

author should have participated sufficiently in the work to take public 
responsibility for the content’.

- ‘Authorship credit should be based only on substantial contributions to 
1) conception and design, or analysis and interpretation of the data; 
and to 2) drafting the article or revising it critically for important 
intellectual content; and on 3) final approval of the version to be 
published.’  All three conditions must be met.  ‘Participation solely in 
the acquisition of funding or the collection of data does not justify 
authorship. General supervision of the research group is not sufficient 
for authorship. Any part of an article critical to its main conclusions 
must be the responsibility of at least one author’.
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 Authorship (cont)
- Editors may ask authors to describe what each author has contributed 

and this may be published.
- ‘Multicentre trials are attributed to a corporate author. All members of 

the group who are named as authors, either in the authorship position 
below the title or in a footnote, should fully meet the above criteria for 
authorship. Group members who do not meet these criteria should be 
listed, with their permission, in the Acknowledgements or in an 
appendix …’

- The order of authorship should be a joint decision of the co-authors. 
Because the order is assigned in different ways, its meaning cannot be 
inferred accurately unless it is stated by the authors. Authors may wish 
to explain the order of authorship in a footnote. In deciding on the 
order, authors should be aware that many journals limit the number of 
authors listed in the table of contents …’

 Ethics
- Most journals will not publish work that has not been 

cleared by an ethics committee. Ethics committees will 
not give retrospective permission.

 Financial support
- ‘Authors are responsible for recognising and disclosing 

financial and other conflicts of interest that might bias 
their work. They should acknowledge in the 
manuscript all financial support for the work and 
other financial and personal connections to the work’.
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o Journals need manuscripts
o Publish in a specific area (check the Aims and Scope)
o Check requirements of style for that journal
o How is it configured (Editor/s, Editorial Board, 

Reviewers)
o Editors managing reviewer’s

 Worth using this or similar product
 You can share the library with co-authors once it has 

been established and as long as they have compatible 
versions.

 Allows you to change the referencing style easily
 Can tell if it is being used electronically as cursor 

shows grey over reference.
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 Impact Factor
 Audience
 Speed of publication
 Ease of submission
 Review’s comments
 How published (on-line, open access)
 Copyright considerations

 Have someone else read the paper before it is 
submitted

 Be patient, but follow up if delay in feedback
 Don’t take reviewer’s comments personally
 Do an accompanying page on changes
 Use track changes to show what has been changed in 

the manuscript (or follow the Editor’s instructions)
 Re-submit elsewhere if you want
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 ISI Web of Knowledge (Internet demonstration)
 Most funding bodies now want you to write next to 

each journal its impact factor
 It should be on your CV
 It changes yearly (so needs to be upgraded at least 

yearly)
 Try to publish with other disciplines as this increases 

the impact factor of your work (nursing journals are 
only about 1)
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 This is now essential information required by funding 
bodies, employers etc.

 ISI Author Citation (only papers with impact factor or 
about to get an impact factor)

 CINAHL (scholarly journals)
 Google Scholar (not ranked as highly as includes any 

work on the Internet)
 Scopus
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 ‘an index that quantifies both the actual scientific 
productivity and the apparent scientific impact of a 
scientist.  It is based on the set of the scient’s most 
cited papers and the number of citations that they 
have received in other people’s publications’.

 Jorge E Hirsch (Hirsch index or Hirsch number)
 Only most highly cited articles contribute to the h-

index
 Different databases will produce different H-index 

(Scopus, Google Scholar, ISI). Smaller databases more 
accurate

(Reference: Wikipedia accessed 15/8/08).
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 Hegney – ISI = 11
 Hegney – Scopus = 12
 Hegney – scHolar Index 
- H index = 12
- G index = 19
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 E-space
 Open access now a requirement for Australian 

Research Council publications
 Needs to be constantly updated
 Fun
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 It is a game that you have to learn and manage
- Manage students
- Manage other research team members or other authors
- Control the media output to ensure complying with the Statement
 You must publish
- Many funding bodies require you to link the publication to the grant
- Most funding bodies require you to report each year on your outputs
- Should I take on a consultancy if I can’t publish from it?
 Conflicts (do I publish for people to read or for my career?)
 Copyright
 It is always excellent to see your name in print


